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“Living bravely 
is indispensable 
 for living well.”



ABOUT
MARGIE

Since growing up in rural Australia, Margie Warrell has 

gained hard-won wisdom about conquering fear 

and building courage. Her bestselling books - Find 

Your Courage, Stop Playing Safe, Make Your Mark 

and Train the Brave – reflect her passion for 

emboldening people to overcome the fears and 

falsehoods that keep them from the taking 

chances to unleash their potential and 

make their biggest mark on the world. 



NEW BOOK! OUT MARCH 2020

YOU’VE GOT THIS!

Margie is soon to release her fifth book, You’ve Got This! 

The Life-Changing Power of Trusting Yourself — described 

by NYT bestselling author Jim Kouzes as, “A high five to the 

human spirit!”.

You’ve Got This! is filled with the insights Margie has gained 

from 25 years living around the world while raising her four 

children and pursuing bold aspirations. Written with heart 

and humour, while grounded in research, it empowers 

people to defy self-doubt, challenge social norms and stay 

grounded amid uncertainty, all while daring to pursue the 

boldest vision for their own lives. 

WWW.MARGIEWARRELL .COM/YGT

“This book will help you rise above your 
biggest challenges and trust yourself to become 
the person you’ve always known you could be.”

DR. MARSHALL GOLDSMITH 
#1 LEADERSHIP THINKER & EXECUTIVE COACH



FACEBOOK
16,368 FOLLOWERS 

Margie Warrell

TWITTER
22,900 FOLLOWERS 

margiewarrell

INSTAGRAM
10,713 FOLLOWERS 

margiewarrell

LINKEDIN
19,800 FOLLOWERS 

Margie Warrell



LIVE BRAVE PODCAST
37,000+ DOWNLOADS 

Practical wisdom and empowering

conversations with world-renowned thought

leaders that get to the heart of what holds

us back. A podcast to inspire you to master

fear, reframe failure and find the courage to

step fully into your own power.

WWW.THELIVEBRAVEPODCAST.COM

“I absolutely loved this podcast. I was so 
inspired to be brave and curious. It gave 
me an injection of courage to dream big.”

“Margie combines inspiring guests and 
relevant, energising content. A great 
addition to my podcast rotation and a 
highlight of my communite to work.”

Marianna Williamson Kathy Calvin

Tal_Ben-Shahar Lynne Twist

Linda Cruse
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FORBES CONTRIBUTOR & 
EXPERIENCED MEDIA COMMENTATOR

COURAGE WORKS

A seasoned media guest, Margie’s expertise has 

been quoted in The New York Times, The Wall Street 

Journal, The Washington Post, BRW, Women’s Health, 

Psychology Today, London Telegraph, O Magazine and 

USA Today. 

She also has her own Courage Works column in Forbes 

in which she shares her advice as well as the insights 

of people she has interviewed, from Richard Branson 

to Nobel Laureate Jody Williams. She is also a regular 

contributor to SUCCESS magazine.

Margie’s Forbes columns have had over 2 million views.
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Margie Warrell

www.margiewarrell.com

livebravely@margiewarrell.com

Margie Warrell

margiewarrell

margiewarrell

CONTACT


